An analysis of AIDS incidence data by clustering trends.
AIDS incidence trends vary greatly among geographic areas in the United States. We define clusters of areas within which AIDS incidence trends are similar, as areas within a cluster may have similar human immunodeficiency virus epidemic patterns and thus may lead to similar prevention/intervention strategies. Methods of exploratory data analysis are used to define such clusters from reported quarterly AIDS incidence to December 1990 (adjusted for estimated reporting delays) in homosexual and bisexual men not using intravenous drugs in 39 metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) in the United States. After smoothing AIDS incidence in each MSA, we define groups from cluster analysis based on a measure of similarity between pairs of MSAs. A log-linear model gives estimates of the scale factors and the common trend for the MSAs in each group. Alternative metrics and simulated data suggest that the clustering is fairly robust to variations in AIDS incidence data. The resulting clusters separate MSAs with different trends, for example, MSAs in which AIDS incidence shows signs of reaching a plateau are separated from MSAs in which incidence continues to increase rapidly.